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A photon rest mass and the propagation of longitudinal 
electric waves in interstellar and intergalactic space 

R Burman 
Department of Physics, University of Western Australia, Nedlands, Western Australia 6009 

MS received 31 July 1972, in revised form 16 October 1972 

Abstract. This paper deals with the effect of a nonzero photon rest mass m on the propaga- 
tion of longitudinal electric waves in a plasma for which the electrons are treated as a warm 
fluid with scalar pressure. The Proca equations are used to obtain a dispersion relation 
which describes two longitudinal wave types; when m = 0, one wave type reduces to the 
usual electron acoustic wave while the second type, the Proca wave, ceases to exist. For 
frequencies away from resonance, the cold plasma model is approximately valid. In this 
paper, dispersion and absorption are discussed for frequencies both away from and near to 
resonance ; particular attention is paid to Proca waves, and the possibilities of their travelling 
over interstellar and intergalactic distances are assessed. 

1. Introduction 

In the last few years considerable attention has been given to the question of the rest 
mass m of the photon. In particular, a number of authors has considered the dispersion 
of transverse electromagnetic waves which would arise from a nonzero m (eg Gintsburg 
1964, Goldhaber and Nieto 1971, Kobzarev and Qkun’ 1968) ;the possibility of detecting 
such dispersion in radiation of cosmic origin, in the presence of dispersion arising from 
the interstellar (Lee 1971, Cole 1972) or intergalactic (Burman 1972a) plasma, has been 
discussed. Gertsenshtein (1971) has suggested that the events detected by Weber 
might be caused by longitudinal electric waves. In a cold plasma, as in free space, 
longitudinal electric waves can propagate if m # 0 ;  dispersion and absorption of such 
waves in interstellar space have been discussed previously (Burman 1972b,c). That work 
is extended here to allow for a nonzero plasma temperature ; this enables propagation 
in the vicinity of resonance, where the cold plasma model fails, to be investigated. 
Propagation in both interstellar and intergalactic space is discussed. 

2. The dispersion relation 

A nonzero m can be incorporated into electromagnetic theory by replacing Maxwell’s 
equations by their simplest relativistic generalization, namely the Proca equations. 
Let c = (poco)-  l I2 ,  p o  and co being the permeability and permittivity of free space, and 
write m as huc/c2 ,  h being Planck’s constant divided by 27~. In MKS units, Proca’s 
equations lead to the wave equations 
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and 

( ! J 2 - $ ) A  = - p o J  

for the scalar and vector potentials 4 and A ; the net charge and current densities are 
denoted by p and J. 

Suppose that the fields are small-amplitude disturbances in a plasma which is station- 
ary in the unperturbed state and has unperturbed electron number density N, corres- 
ponding to an angular plasma frequency up; ion motion will be neglected. Let e and 
me denote the charge and mass of an electron, v the effective electron-heavy particle 
collision frequency and U the electron fluid velocity. A time factor eioz will be taken. In 
the linear approximation J = Nev and, from conservation of charge, p = (ie/w)V . (Nu). 
Suppose that the plasma is homogeneous and isotropic : there will be no coupling 
between longitudinal and transverse waves ; the former have an electric field E, but no 
magnetic field. 

If n denotes the refractive index, then (1) and (2) give 

and 

where vI is the longitudinal component of u. Since E = - V 4  - aA/at ,  it follows from (3) 
and (4) that 

If the electrons are represented as a warm fluid with scalar pressure perturbations 
p ,  then the linearized equation of motion is 

iomeN ( 1 -- E) U = eNE-Vp. (6)  

Combining the linearized equation of state and the linearized equation of continuity 
gives (Friedlander 1958) 

imp + meNu2V. v = 0 (7) 
where U is the acoustic speed in the electron gas. Elimination of p between (6) and (7) 
leads to 

- E+w2 1-- u + u ~ V V . U  = 0. (2:) ( :) 
Equations (5) and (8) show that propagation of a transverse wave is unaffected by a 

nonzero temperature, while, for longitudinal waves 

Equation (9), regarded as a quadratic in n 2 ,  describes two longitudinal wave types. 
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If m = 0, so that w, = 0, equation (9) reduces to 

CL w W L  

together with the spurious root n2 = 1 , there is only one longitudinal wave type present- 
the usual electron acoustic wave. If u = 0, then (10) becomes an equation for U, describ- 
ing the usual nonpropagating plasma oscillation. 

If U = 0, corresponding to a cold plasma, then (9) gives 

If v = 0, then n is zero when w = (w i  + w;)1/2 and is infinite when w = wp. In an actual 
plasma, thermal effects and damping prevent n from becoming infinite. 

If u2/c2  is small but not zero, then (9) gives 

where 8 = 1 - iv/w - w;/w2. Equation (12a) corresponds to the usual electron acoustic 
wave in a warm plasma, but is modified by the nonzero photon rest mass. Equation 
(12b) corresponds to the wave type considered previously (Burman 1972b,c) in the case 
of a cold plasma, but incorporates a correction for thermal effects. If collisions are 
neglected, then (12) fails when w is near up. 

The wave type whose existence depends on a nonzero value of m will be referred to 
as the Proca wave; the other wave type will be referred to as the Langmuir wave. 

3. Dispersion 

This section deals with the dispersion relation (9) for the case in which collisions are 
negligible. Thus 

where 

w; + w,2u2/2 
1 + u2/c2 

w 2  = 
1 -  

and 

w; = o;+w,z. 

It should be noted that w;  always exceeds 0:. The discriminant of the quadratic 
equation (13) is positive: the two values of n 2  are always real and distinct. 
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For large o, 

or 

When o = 02 ,  

n 2  = ($+I ) (  1 - 2 )  or 

When o = wl, 

For small o, 

In a plot of n2 against 02, the two branches never cross. One branch crosses the o2 
axis and is negative, corresponding to evanescent disturbances, for o < o2 ; the other 
branch remains positive, corresponding to propagating waves, for all frequencies. 
The upper branch represents the Langmuir wave when o >> op and the Proca wave 
when w << up; the lower branch represents the Proca wave when o >> op and the 
evanescent Langmuir wave when o << wp. 

The frequency interval (ol, w 2 )  will be referred to as the resonance interval. In or 
near this interval, if u2/c2  is very small, then 

where the upper and lower signs correspond respectively to the propagating wave and 
the wave which is evanescent when o < w 2 .  A region of an inhomogeneous plasma in 
which the frequency is in the resonance interval will be referred to as a resonance region. 

4. Absorption away from resonance 

This section deals with absorption of the Proca wave for frequencies away from reson- 
ance ; the cold plasma dispersion relation is adequate. 

Suppose that o?/o2 and v/w are small and that o is not close to op. Then, from (ll), 
if - k denotes the imaginary part of n, 

If w2 << w;, then 
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which quantity is independent of frequency. If o2 >> m i ,  then 

which is strongly dependent on frequency. 
In a plasma consiting of electrons and protons of equal number densities N ,  and 

with equal electron and ion temperatures T ,  the effective electron-proton collision 
frequency is given by (Ginzburg 1964 p 403) 

if T << 3 x lo5 K and by 

if T >> 3 x lo5 K ;  y is a number of order unity and N is in particles per cm3 (so that 
wp/2rc = 9 x 103N'12). For T - 3 x l o 5  K, both formulae give reasonably accurate 
results (Ginzburg 1964 p 403). 

Using (23), equations (21) and (22) show that, apart from logarithmic factors, 
wklc x w , ~ / T ~ ' ~  and o k l c  x wfN2/04T3 respectively: attenuation decreases rapidly 
with increasing T ;  it is almost independent of N when o2 << up' and increases rapidly 
with increasing N when o2 >> 0,". 

4. I. In terstellar absorption 

The absorption of Proca waves in interstellar space has been discussed previously 
(Burman 1972~). I t  can be added that if there exists a medium with T, - lo4 K in 
which the cool HI regions are embedded (Clark 1965, Field 1969), then, since 
vlN, - cm3s-' in the intercloud medium, it follows that most of the absorption 
will occur in the cool regions : the previous estimates of absorption over galactic distances 
will have to be multiplied by that fraction, perhaps around lo-', of the path which 
passes through cool regions. 

4.2. Intergalactic absorption 

The absence of Lyman c1 absorption in the observed continuous spectra of some quasars 
with red shifts z of about 2 implies, if the red shift is cosmological, that the number density 
of atomic hydrogen N ,  in intergalactic space is less than about 3 x lo-" cm-3 at  z 
near 2, corresponding, if the degree of ionization remains constant, to N ,  5 10- l 2  cm- 
at the present epoch (Sciama 1971a p 134). A similar argument shows that the number 
density of molecular hydrogen in intergalactic space is less than about 6 x lo-'' cm-3 
at  the present epoch (Peebles 1971 p 98). Thus the intergalactic medium could be 
highly ionized hydrogen. Since a cold plasma would rapidly recombine and since most 
ionizing mechanisms heat the gas, the hydrogen would be likely to be at  a temperature 
exceeding lo5 K (Sciama 1971a p 140). If the hydrogen density is near the cosmologically 
critical value, and if the ionization is that associated with the temperature T ,  then 
T > lo6 K ;  furthermore, temperatures much greater than lo6 K would lead, through 
bremsstrahlung, to a kilovolt x ray flux in excess of that observed (Sciama 1971b p 190). 
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A model with the critical density and with T h- lo6 K at z near 2, corresponding to 
T h- 3 x lo5 K a t  the present epoch, appears to be compatible with observations (Sciama 
1971b p 191); with this model, wp/2n h- 30 s - '  and v - 1O-"s-' at the present epoch. 
Nearby intergalactic gas might be less highly ionized (Sciama 1971b p 191). 

With op/2n h- 3 0 s - I  and v h- lO-"s-', since wJ2n < i s - '  (Goldhaber and 
Nieto 1971), the right handsidesof(21)and(22)are 6 lo-' Mpc-' and 6 105/f4 Mpc-', 
where f is in inverse seconds. Consider propagation over the linear dimension D of 
the local supercluster, namely 10Mpc. If f is well below  OS-', then okD/c 5 1 ;  
absorption will be significant if m is close to its established upper limit (Goldhaber 
and Nieto 1971). I f f  is well above 30 s-  ', then okD/c 5 106/f4 ; absorption is very 
light. 

For propagation over sufficiently large cosmological distances allowance must be 
made for the variation of the wave frequency, relative to comoving observers, as the 
wave propagates ; if the universe is evolving, allowance must also be made for the varia- 
tions of N and T with epoch. 

5. Absorption in warm plasmas 

In this section, the dispersion relation (9) is investigated for small values of Z, which 
denotes v / o .  The results are used to treat absorption in or near a resonance interval. 

Let a subscript 0 denote a quantity evaluated when Z = 0. The dispersion relation 
(9) can be written 

where b = bo-iZ and c = c,-iZ(l -o,Z/w2). As a quadratic in n2, equation (24) 
has a discriminant A which is given by 

u2 oc'of l i 2  
A = A0-2iZ A,-4-- ) +z2.  ( c2 w4 

As mentioned in Q 4, A. never vanishes. Hence, if terms in Z 2  are neglected, then 

Write n = n,-ik where n, and k are real. Since A, 2 4(u2/c2)o~w~/04,  equation (25) 
shows that, to first order in Z, n, N no and 

For the upper sign in (26), kn, + 0 as o, -+ 0 : the upper sign corresponds to the Proca 
wave as defined in Q 2. 

The discriminant A, is given exactly by the equation 

A, = ( 1+$)2( I - z )  0: -4$( I-$). 

If o2 << of and u2/c2 << 1, then A, N ( O ~ / O ) ~ .  If o2 >> o: and u2/c2 << 1, then 
A, N 1. Ifu2/c2 << 1 ando:/o,2 << l,theno,/w, N 1-u2/2c2ando2/wp N 1+0:/20,2. 
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If wfu2/w;c2 << 1, then 

From (27) and (28) ,  if w;/wi  << u2/cz << 1, then A. = 4u4/c4, 9u4/4c4 and u4/c4 when 
w = wl, go, +a,) and U,, respectively, suggesting that A. can be approximated by 
2u4/c4 in or near the resonance interval. 

If 

4 u20,2w; 
<< 1 ,  --__ 

A. c2 w4 

then (26)  gives 
2 2  -=-- wk v w,wp 

c 2n0c w4A0 

or 

For u2/c2 << 1, equation (30a) reduces to (21) when w2 << o: and to (22) when w 2  >> w: .  
apart from the presence of no which is near unity in the former case if wf << 0,’ and in the 
latter case if w,‘ << w 2 .  

If w;/wi  << u2/c’ << 1, then use of (17), (13), (16) and (28) shows that when w = ( 0 , .  

n 2 =  ( I+- ;;!$) 1 

when w = $0, +U,), 

and when w = w 2 ,  

Suppose that w:/w,’ << uzIc2 << 1 and consider frequencies in or near the resonance 
interval. For the wave which propagates when w < w,, equations (31) to (33) suggest 
that no can be approximated by one. Also, (29) is satisfied and (304 gives 

wk v 0,” c4 
_ z _ _ _  - 
c 4cw; u4‘  (34) 

Using (23 ) ,  equation (34) shows that, apart from a logarithmic factor, wklc K W:/T”~ 
:attenuation decreases very rapidly with increasing T, but is almost independent of N .  

Suppose that the plasma density varies with distance in a certain direction and 
consider a Proca wave travelling in that direction and meeting a resonance region. If 
the wave is incident from a region in which w >> w 2 ,  then the wave will be reflected since, 
for the branch concerned, n vanishes when w = w 2  and is imaginary when w < 0,; 
if the resonance region is of finite thickness, then some transmission will occur. If the 
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wave is incident from a region in which o << ol, then the wave will continue to pro- 
pagate through the resonance region. In this case, if the plasma density continues to 
fall with distance along the wave's path, then the wave will eventually propagate as a 
Langmuir wave. If, at  any stage, the plasma density ceases to decrease and rises back 
to a level for which o << w1 again, then the wave will return to being a Proca wave; 
equation (34) gives the absorption suffered by the wave while passing through the 
resonance region, and some numerical estimates of such absorption will now be made. 

5.1. Interstellar absorption 

Taking N ,  - cmV3 and Te - 10 K, corresponding to op/27c - 3 x lo2 s - l ,  
v - 2 x the condition o:/o: << u2/c2 << 1 will be satisfied 
provided o, is at  least two powers of ten below its established upper limit. Equation 
(34) gives o k l c  - 3 x 1Ol7f :pc-' where f ,  = oJ2n and is in inverse seconds. 

cm-3 and Te - l o2  K, corresponding to wp/27c - IO3 s- ' ,  
v - 5 x s - l  and u2/c2 - lo-*, the condition o:/o: << u2/c2 << 1 will be satisfied 
provided o, is at  least a power of ten below its established upper limit. Equation (34) 
gives o k / c  - 3 x 10I3f zpc-' where f ,  is in inverse seconds. 

If a hot intercloud medium exists, with Te - lo4 K, v / N e  - cm3 s - '  and 
u2/c2 - 

Resonance regions will be quite thin, but the above results suggest that absorption 
could be heavy unless m is some powers of ten below its established upper limit. 

s - l  and u2/c2 - 
Taking N e  - 

then (34) gives o k l c  - 3 x 107f:pc-l where f ,  is in inverse seconds. 

5.2. Intergalactic absorption 

With N e  - lo-' cm-3 and T - 3 x IO5 K, corresponding to op/2n - 30 s - ' ,  
v - IO-" s - '  and u2/c2 - 3 x lo-', the condition o:/oi << u2/c2 << 1 will be satisfied 
iff, is a power of ten below its established upper limit. The approximation (34) gives 
wklc - 3 x 102f :pc-' where f, is in inverse seconds. 

6. Phase and group speeds. 

Let up,  which is equal to cln, and ug , which is given by 

denote the phase and group speeds respectively. This section will deal with up and ug 
for the Proca wave ; collisions will be neglected. 

6.1. Away from resonance 

For the Proca wave well away from resonance 

o2 - o: 
U"-;' 

n2 =----- 

For frequencies well above resonance n c 1 so that up > c. For frequencies well below 
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resonance n > 1 so that up < c :  Landau damping could arise in the kinetic theory of 
propagation. 

With (36), equation (35) gives 
(w2 - w;)3/2(w2 - w;)' /2 3 ,  

C ( 0 2  - w,2)2 +,;U; . 
For frequencies well above resonance, 

C 

For frequencies well below resonance, 

w 3 - 2  - 
c w2 

which is independent of frequency. 

6.2. Warm plasmas 

From (13), 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

Suppose that wz/of << u2/c2 << 1. For the wave which propagates when o < 02, 

equations (31) to (33) and the values of A given in the last section, together with (40) and 
(35), show that when w = wl, 

when w = +(a1 +a2), 

and when o = w 2 ,  

Thus if u2/c2 << 1 and w;/w,' << u4/c4, then U, varies from slightly under c when w = w1 
and when 0 = $(col +a2) to slightly under i c  when o = w 2 .  

6.3. Time delay 

Consider a pulse of radiation of the Proca wave, propagating from 0 to L of a linear 
coordinate 1. The propagation times for the frequencies in the pulse are given by 

(44) 

If, at all points of the path, w is well below resonance, then (39) holds and there is 
little dispersion. 
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If, at  all points of the path, o is well above resonance, then (38) holds and so, allowing 
the plasma to be inhomogeneous, 

where f, = wp/271 ; hence 

If Proca waves are discovered and are found to undergo dispersion, then use of (46) will 
allow an evaluation of the product of m2 with the integrated electron density along the 
path. 

7. Concluding remarks 

This paper has dealt with the dispersion and absorption of longitudinal electric waves 
in interstellar and intergalactic space when the photon rest mass m is nonzero. The 
plasma electrons have been treated as a warm fluid with scalar pressure; ion motion 
has been neglected. Attention has been focused on the waves, referred to as Proca 
waves, which exist only if m is nonzero. These waves, if they exist at all, will be only 
weakly coupled to matter (Bass and Schrodinger 1955), which will make them very 
difficult to detect. If they do exist, Proca waves could travel across cosmic distances 
for much lower frequencies than in the case of transverse waves: in a warm loss-free 
plasma, the latter, like Langmuir waves, are cut off for o < ( o , Z + W : ) ~ ' ~ ,  whereas it has 
been shown here that, for Proca waves, propagation is possible at all frequencies. 
Proca waves could be reflected or heavily absorbed in regions where the wave frequency 
is near the plasma frequency. Observations of Proca waves could provide information 
on the photon rest mass and on the interstellar or intergalactic plasma. 

Future theoretical work should allow for ion motion and the effect of a magnetostatic 
field ; for the interstellar plasma, these effects could be significant for frequencies of a 
few tens of inverse seconds and below. Also, the effects of resonance regions on pro- 
pagation should be investigated in more detail than here. 
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